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2. Dash or skip designs are more permissive in 
interpretation than continuous designs, regardless 
of the symbology used. 

3. Solid (or filled) diamonds appear more pro
hibitive than diamond outlines. 

4. Line stroke width appears to have little im
pact on subjects' reactions to buffer-zone designs. 

5. Color tends to add a degree of prohibitive
ness to design meaning but generally is a secondary 
determinant of subject response. 

6. The paired-comparison forced-choice and ques
tionnaire techniques provide different types of in
formation about buffer-zone design, and the data are 
highly complementary, resulting in a Spearman rank 
correlation of rs = 0.93. 

7. Several design characteristics must be 
further defined before design recommendations can be 
advanced. Included are delineation-zone width, ef
fect of spacing or density of symbol (rungs in 
crosshatch), and driver perception of where a 
vehicle can be stopped relative to the delineated 
zone. 

8. Any design recommendations emanating from 
laboratory study should be evaluated in an opera
tional setting. 
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Study of Width and Density of Delineation Design 
Elements for Special-Use Lanes 

BEVERLY G. KNAPP AND RICHARD F. PAIN -, 

The rosulls of a two-port study that investigated tho offec1s of varying road· 
woy delineation width and 'the donsity of doslgn olemeno within the road· 
way line on driver lane-change behovior aro roportod. Tho width study con· 
slsted of a con1rolled field experlmont In which driven indicated their 
decisions on whether to cross 1-, 2-, and 3-ft delineation treatments laid on 
a closed section of roadway. In the second part of the study, a laboratory 
oxporimont, the number of olomollt.$ In the lino dosiyn was varied by over
laying various drawings onto a highway scono ond showinu th8"e slldos to 
1ubjeou to elicit their lanc--cholcc responses. Tho designs tested wero gon
eratod from previous work relatod to delineation treatments for high-oc· 
cuponcy vehicle lanes. which often operate as speclol·uso loMs during 
rU!h hour nnd thon rnY rt 10 general use during off·pcak hours. Delineation 
markings must thus appear prohibitive at on time and pormlulvo at onothor. 
Width of line was found to hovo rolotively little effect on the prohibitive 
or pormiulvo meaning of delineation treatmono. Density of design 
elomonu, howavor, was found 10 bo an important dotorminunt of por
mlssivenus or prohibitiveness in tha1 the widoly spaced elements invited 
lane crossover more than densely spaced ones. The study findings appear 
to be applicable not only to dolincation designs for special-use lanes 
but also as general dosion parameters in the application of roadway 
markings. 

In a paper elsewhere in this Record, various delin
eation marking designs for highways and a.rterials 
were evaluated in terms of their permissive or 
prohibitive effects on driver lane-change behavior. 
These marking designs were developed for potential 
application as delineators between concurrent-flow, 
high-occupancy-vehicle (HOV) lanes and general-use 

traffic lanes. The intent of the study was to deter
mine the levels of prohibitive or permissive meaning 
conveyed by various delineation designs by using a 
paired-comparison process, since the final design 
chosen must operate in one mode during HOV lane 
operation and another mode during off-peak hours 
(i.e., must be prohibitive to some vehicles at 
certain times and not at other times). The delinea
tion treatments tested are given in Table 1. 

In general , the earlier study established that 
dashed "skip" designs permit . or elicit vehicle 
crossovers while solid, connected lines prohibit 
them. It was also found that colored lines are 
somewhat more prohibitive in meaning than a white 
version of the same configuration. The results 
experimentally defined some basic design parameters. 

This paper discusses the effects of two other 
parameters--width and density of design image--that 
were not resolved. 

The data given in Table 2 indicate how the 
concept of "element density" emerged from the 
earlier paired-comparison data. Element density is 
the actual number of elements, either diamonds or 
crosshatch strokes, within any given line segment. 
This concept emerged from the results of the first 
experiments in the form of "clusters" of delineation 
treatments, according to varying degrees of what 
subjects perceive as a "wide, thick look" versus a 
"thin, sparse look." Treatments 1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 13, 
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and 14 are a cluster--a separated, thin look; 
treatments 3, 5, 9, 17, and 18 are connected but 
still thin; treatments 6, 7, 15, and 16 are wide and 
connected; and, finally, treatments 11 and 12 (the 
crosshatch lines) are wide and strictly prohibitive, 
with a very dense look. Width is simply the varying 
of the total horizontal image of the line 

Table 1. Delineation designs tested. 

Treatment 
No. 

I 
2 
3 

4 

6 

7 

9 

10 

ll 

12 

13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

Type 

Conventional dash 
Wide dash 
Broken·solid combination (while) 

Double dash (white) 

Conventional dash and MUTCD 
diamond (15-ft line, 25-ft gap), 
diamond every 1000 or 500 ft 

Diamond with solid line (white) 

Design 5 with filled-in (solid) 
diamond 

Diamond with dash line (white) 

Diamond with connecting line 
(white) 

Diamonds only 

Diagonal crosshatch (left slant) 

Diagonal crosshatch (right slant) 

Design 2 in bright yellow-green 
Design 2 in light blue 
Design 7 in bright yellow-green 
Design 7 in light blue 
Design 9 in bright yellow-green 
DeS1gn 9 in light blue 

llJustration 

<> <> <> 
••• 
QQ Q 

<>--<>---<> 
<> <> <> 
\\\\\\\ 

1711111 

Table 2. Clustering of delineation designs by appearance in relation to paired
comparison rankings. 

Cluster 

2 

3 

4 

Appearance 

Separated, thin 
look 

Connected, thin 
look 

Connected , wide 
look 

Connected, wide, 
dense, strictly 
prohibitive look 

Paired-
Comparison 
Rank" 

2 
3 

4 

5 
6.5 
6.5 

8 
9 

10 
II 
12 

13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

al =most permissive; 18 =most prohibitive4 

Treatment 
No. 

2 
14 

13 

10 
4 
8 

9 
3 
5 

17 
18 

6 
7 

16 
15 
12 
II 

Paired
Comparison 
Scale Value 

1.3 
1.2 
1.10 
1.00 
0.9 
0.8 
0.7 
0.6 
0 .5 
0.5 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
0.05 
0 

-0.1 
-0.2 
-0.3 
-0.4 
-0.5 
-0. 6 
-0.7 
--0. 8 
-0.9 
-1.0 
-1.1 
-1.2 
-1.3 
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itself--i.e., the width of the total delineation or 
buffer-zone treatment. 

In order to study the effect on subjects' 
perceptions of these delineation treatments when the 
parameters of horizontal width a nd vertical image 
are varied according to stroke-element density, one 
treatment was selected from each of the clusters 
described above. Since the effect of color is 
tentative and would confound treatments of interest, 
only white designs were considered. The following 
designs were selected because they are relatively 
equidistant in ranking on the comparison scale: 

Cluster Treatment Illustration 
l 8 :Q. Q 0 
2 9 <>-<>---<> 
3 6 <> ~~ ~~ 
4 11 SSS SSS SS 

In attempting to design stimu~us materials to 
study both width and density, it was determined that 
an artist's drawing that attempted to portray 
varying widths of 1-3 ft was not a perceptually good 
simulation of a driver's view, since the differences 
would be so obvious. Density, on the other hand, was 
well suited to display on stimulus slides similar to 
the ones used in the previous study. To reconcile 
this dilemma, it was decided to study the issue of 
width in a more realistic, controlled field setting 
and to simultaneously design a laboratory investiga
tion of the density parameter, in which the slide 
technique would be used. Thus, two experiments were 
performed instead of one. The methodology, results, 
and discussion of each of these experiments--called 
the field study and the laboratory study--are pre
sented separately. 

FIELD STUDY 

The field study examined the width of the 
delineation markings for each of the four selected 
designs described earlier. For each design, widths 
of l, 2, and 3 ft were paired against each other. A 
total of 12 test pairs resulted, three for each 
treatment: l versus 2 ft, l versus 3 ft, and 2 
versus 3 ft. The dimensions for each width and 
design are given in Table 3. 

The paired-comparison technique discus!!ed by 
Guilford OJ was used here. Subjects were forced to 
indicate which delineation treatment of any given 
pair they would sooner cross, given a blockage in 
their center lane of travel . A blockage "set" was 
given subjects to more closely replicate the 
laboratory study. The stimuli here were actual 
delineation stripes laid out on closed sections of 
<oadway. Subjects were driven through each of the 12 
pairs and asked to indicate a "left" or "right" 
choice for each. 

The pairs were laid out on closed sections of 
MD-32 and MD-100, off I-95 north of Washington, D.C. 
Each pair of treatments was laid out by using 
construction-grade, temporary white lane tape. The 
pairs were each 100 ft long and 12 ft apart, and 
each pai r was separated by 400-500 ft of driving 
distanc e.' Figure l shows some examples of these 
pairs as they were laid out on the roadway. The 12 
pairs were laid out in random order on three 
sections of roadway, and placement of any given 
treatment on the left or the right was also 
counterbalanced. 

The basic testing routine consisted of two parts: 
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(a) the experimental drive through the test course 
and (bl completion of a form that contained 
questions about the markings just seen. Nbe n a 
subject arrived at the appointed meeting s tation, he 
or she was greeted by an experimenter and taken for 
a ride as a passenger in the test car. The car used 
was a 1978 Plymouth Volare automatic, a 
standard-sized vehicle with ordinary viewing 
distance and height for most drivers. The subject 
was driven through each test pair and told to 
indicate on the answer sheet whether he or she 
would, as a driver, sooner cross the line to the 
left or the line to the right. 

After the drive-through, subjects were returned 
to their point of origin, where they filled out the 
remainder of the test sheet, which showed drawings 
of each of the four delineation designs they had 
just seen. As in the earlier study, subjects checked 

Table 3. Width and design dimensions for each delineation treatment: field 
study. 

llul!er ~troKe 

Treatment Width Width 
No. (ft) (in) Spacing of Design Elements 

6 I 2 5 diamonds 20 or 25 ft apart• 
8 2 4 5 diamonds 18 or 20 ft apart• 
9 3 6 5 diamonds 15 or 17 ft npart3 

11 I 2 2-in crQS hatch strokes at 45° 
on glu, 5 ft apart 

2 4 4-in crosshatch strokes at 45° 
angle, 5 ft apart 

3 6 6-in crosshatch strokes at 45° 
angle, 5 ft apart 

8 Diamond length-ta-width ratio= 3: 1. 
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which of six driving behaviors was appropriate for 
each treatment: 

1. I can enter the right lane for passing and 
travel as I wish. 

2. I can enter the right lane for turns or exit 
ramps only. 

3. I would enter the right lane only for 
emergency repairs. 

4. I should not use the right lane; it is 
reserved for special vehicles. 

5. I should not use the right lane at all. 
6. I have no idea whether I can enter the right 

lane or not. 

Subjects were asked to rank each treatment from 
best to worst (1 to 4), according to how it conveyed 
the meaning of a special-use lane. The subjects were 
then paid, thanked, and dismissed. 

The entire test run took 30 min or less. Driving 
speed through the test pairs was 35-40 miles/h, 
which allowed an exposure of several seconds for 
each, in a dynamic driving mode. 

Thirty-four licensed drivers participated in the 
study, 17 males and .L / females. Tney ranged .in "Y" 
from 17 to 65; half were under 30 years of age, and 
half were over 30. They learned about the study 
through various types of publicity in the 
Baltimore-Columbia, Maryland, area. 

Results 

The paired-comparison data were summarized in four 
small tables of proportions, one for each 
delineation treatment-, and -- tI'adit-ional- scale values 
were calculated. This follows the scaling procedure 
detailed by Guilford (!J· 

Figure 1. Sample stimulus pairs of delineation designs with varying line widths laid out on closed sections of roadway. 

Conne cted diamonds 3 ft vs. 2 fl Diamonds embedaed in solid lines 2 r, vs. 3 fr 

Crosshatch 3 ft vs 2 ft Diamond/Dash treatment 1 ft , vs 3 fl 
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Figure 2 diagrammatically shows the scale values 
obtained for each of the four designs. Scale values 
are arbitrary numbers, amenable to transformation. 
However, the total distance between widths, even in 
the most separated condition--treatment 11 (the 
crosshatch design)--is not great in comparison with 
the wide scale obtained in the previous study (Table 
2). In scanning across each treatment, the more 
crucial issue is whether any one width is more 
permissive or prohibitive than any other, and simple 
inspection reveals almost totally random results for 
the widths tested. So the 1-, 2-, and 3-ft widths 
have essentially the same effects, and thus the 
cost-effective, space-saving, 1-ft image is accept
able for use. In fact, it is desirable to avoid the 
wider widths because they may have a tendency to 
indicate to drivers a shoulder or breakdown area, 
especially the crosshatch design. 

The data from the questionnaires replicate pre
vious data quite well. Table 4 gives the frequency 
of response for each of the four treatments. The six 
questionnaire responses form a loose scale ranging 
from open, permissive connotations to assorted 
restrictions and ending with "Keep out" or "I don't 
know." The number of the behavior alternative (1, 2, 
etc.) is multiplied by the response frequency, 
summed for each row, and divided by N to yield a 

Figure 2. Paired-comparison scale values: field study. 
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weighted mean. This indicates a ranking of permis
siveness, since the lower the weighted mean, the 
more permissive is the meaning of the treatment. 
Thus, the dash-diamond treatment (treatment 8) is 
the most permissive delineation, followed in order 
by the connected diamonds (treatment 9), the cross
hatch (treatment 11), and the solid lines with 
embedded diamonds (treatment 6). 

A final task for the test subjects was to rank 
order the four design treatments from best to worst 
(1 to 4) as delineation treatments for special-use 
lanes. In this case, the frequencies of selection 
for each rank per treatment are tabulated. Weighted 
rank sums are then computed (rank is multiplied by 
frequency and then summed for each treatment) to 
give an overall ranking for each design. Table 5 
gives these rankings and the resultant ranking of 
the four designs based on these data. 

This method of assessing the effectiveness with 
which a delineation design conveys the intended 
meaning clearly corroborates both the 
paired-comparison and questionnaire findings. 
Treatment 9 (the diamond design with a dash pattern) 
was judged least effective in conveying the meaning 
of special or restricted. lane use. Treatment 6 (the 
double solid line with diamonds) and treatment 11 
(the crosshatch design) were judged very similar in 
effectiveness. A closer look at the data for the 
crosshatch treatment reveals that many observers 
ranked this design as best but a surprisingly high 
number ranked it as worst. This suggests that the 
crosshatch may be so strongly prohibitive that the 
special-use connotation is masked fo r almost 
one-third of the subject drivers. During the test 
drive, many drivers volunteered the thought that 
they felt more comfortable with a "diamond look" to 
indicate special lane use and felt that they might 
belong in the lane only if there were some signs or 
other explanations as to what the diamonds meant • 

LABORATORY STUDY 

The laboratory study was concerned with determining 
the effects of stroke-element density--i.e., whether 
the number of diamonds or line elements within a 
given area would affect the driver's decision as to 
whether to cross over the delineation line. The 
paired-comparison, forced-choice technique was again 
used. Eighteen delineation designs of varying 
densities were paired against each other, and 
subjects indicated which of each pair they would 
sooner cross. 

The delineation treatments were drawn on acetate 
sheets and overlaid on an artist's rendering of a 
three-lane highway. The 18 treatments were generated 
by using the four basic designs tested in the field 
study. The ratio of number of elements to gap was 
considered at three levels for each of the four 
treatments: 12-ft spacing (ratio of 2:1), 24-ft 
spacing (ratio of 4:1), and 36-ft spacing (ratio of 
6: 1). The remaining 6 design treatments considered 

Table 4. Frequency of responses for each of 
six driving behaviors for four delineation 
treatments: field study. 

Frequency of Response 

Treatment Pass and Travel Turns and 
No. Freely Exits Only 

6 6 4 
8 18 3 
9 I 8 

II 2 7 

Repair or 
Emergency Special-Use 
Lane Lane 

8 6 
5 3 
7 8 
9 6 

Do Not 
Use 

0 
1 
2 
8 

Weighted 
Don't Know Mean 

14 24.3 
9 18.3 
9 22.3 
6 23.8 
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Tabla 5. Frequency of responses ranking each of four delineation treatments 
from best to worst: field study. 

Treatment Treatment Treatment Treatment 
Rank 6 8 9 II 

I JO 4 2 14 
2 14 7 4 5 
3 6 9 12 3 
4 0 9 12 8 
Weighted sum• 56 81 94 65 

a Lowest number is closest to "best". 

represent a breakdown of the crosshatch design by 
color (bright yellow-green and light blue) for the 
three element spacings. This was done to determine 
the impact of color on the prohibitiveness of the 
crosshatch design, which was perceived as strictly 
prohibitive by study subjects. 

The acetate overlays were placed on the 
three-lane highway painting, each paired against 
each other. Tnis yielded a tot al of 153 pai~s, which 
were photographed as 35-mm slides. Figure 3 shows 
samples o f these slides. "The resulting stimulus 
slides were shown in random order to three groups of 
subjects by using a tachistoscope with a 1-s 
exposure and a 5-s stimulus interval. As each slide 
was presented, subjects simply checked on their 
response sheet "left" or "right" to indicate which 
line they would sooner cross to bypass a center-lane 
blockage. 

In addition, subjects filled out a questionnaire 
on the four delineation designs they had just seen, 
answering the same questions given to subjects in 
the field study. Subjects were required to check 
which driving behaviors seemed appropriate for each 
design and to rank the designs from best to worst 
according to how well t hey connoted a special-use 
lane. The entire test procedure, slides and 
questionnaire, took about 25 min. 

Twenty-eight subjects from the State College, 
Pennsylvania, area participated in the study. There 
were 17 males and 11 females, ranging in age from 18 
to 59 years. 

Results 

The paired-comparison data were first summarized in 
a table of proportions and subsequently transformed 
to traditional scale values for each of the 18 
treatments. Figure 4 shows the scale and where each 
of the treatments falls on it. The scale ranges from 
permissi ve (p romoti ng crossovec ) ~o ve cy proh i bi tive 
(discou r aging crossover). Altho ugh t he s c ale numbers 
are acbi trary, the d istance between val ues is 
meaningful in clustering and ordering the designs. 

Several conclusions are clearly evident from the 
scale data: 

l. The dash design with the embedded diamonds 
(treatment 9) is perceived as the most permissive, 
and the diamonds connected by a single line (treat
ment 8) is the next most permissive. Both are char
acterized by a thin, broken look. All six of these 
treatments, regardless. of element (diamond) density, 
are above the zero point, which indicates permis
siveness. The crosshatch treatments (treatment 11) 
of varying density and color, as well as the dia
monds embedded between two solid lines (treatment 
6), all cluster below zero on the scale, which 
indicates that they act to prohibit lane change. 
This directly validates previous findings. 

2. Within the scale separations for permissive
ness and prohibitiveness by design, each design 
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becomes more prohibitive within its own space as the 
density of stroke elements increases. Thus, the most 
open dash treatment, the diamond-dash combination 
(treatment 9), is at the very top; and the tightly 
spaced, white crosshatch ladder design is at the 
very bottom, well separated from the initial prohib
itive cluster. 

3. No appreciable effects or advantages can be 
seen in the use of color; it seems to promote some 
relative indecision but generally does not affect 
perceptions of permissiveness. Its merit apparently 
lies in its being a cue to the driver to associate 
it with other available information, such as 
signing. Several subjects commented on this point. 

The questionnaire data were taken exactly as in 
the field study. Subjects first checked which of six 
driving behaviors was appropriate for each of the 
four delineation designs and then ranked these from 
best to worst according to how well they connoted a 
special-use lane. This was, in a sense, the final 
validation of results from previous studies. 
Al though the data do not provide a perfect match, 
t.he difiec~nl.a:~::s Uu f1U t appcai" tv b~ ~.~~r:ir:gft:l. 

Table 6 gives the frequency of responses to each 
of the six behavior statements by treatment design. 
Res ponse freq ue nci e s for the s ix types o f be havior 
again fo rmed a loos e scale , from pe rmis sive to 
prohi bitive to "I do n't know", a nd we r e again 
tra ns formed into weigh t ed me ans for eac h des i gn. The 
most permissive designs were the diamond-dash 
combination (treatment 9) followed by the diamonds 
connected by a single line (treatment 8). More 
prohibitive was the embedded diamonds within two 
solid lines (treatment 6), and the most restrictive 
design was the crosshatch (treatment 11). All 
treatments with solid lines were perceived as 
restrictive in some way. Except for the diamond-dash 
treatment, the diamond options are more associated 
with a special-use lane. The da s h design again 
diminishes the e ffects of the assoc i ative meaning of 
symbols and conveys the more important 
factor--namely, "The line is dashed, so I can cross 
it." The crosshatch image is strongly prohibitive: 
None of the respondents elected the pass-and-travel 
option in the presence of a crosshatch design, and 
most (46 percent) responded "Do not use." For all of 
the connected treatments, especially the crosshatch, 
one-quarter to one-third of the subjects indicated 
that the lane could be used for emergency repair, a 
factor that needs further study. 

Table 7 indicates the frequency with which the 
four delineation treatments were assigned to each 
rank, from best to worst, and the weighted sums 
computed. This is the same procedure used in the 
field study. 

The crosshatch design (treatment 11) was ranked 
best of the four design alternatives, and the solid 
double lines with diamonds (treatment 6) a clear 
second. This is the reverse of the rankings from the 
field study. Is the switch in position a chance 
fluctuation, or is it related to the difference 
between real-life experience (full size and 
per spec ti ve) and exposure to artist-rendered image 
stimuli? Only further empirical work can p r ovi de the 
answer. 

The single solid line with diamonds (treatment 8) 
was ranked third, and the dash pattern with diamonds 
(treatment 9) was ranked least effective in 
conveying the meaning of restricted or special use. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The two components of this study, the field setting 
and the laboratory setting, produced reliable 
findings regarding delineation width and element 
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Figure 3. Sample stimulus pictures used to test the effectiveness of element density in delineation designs. 

Cron;hatch vs Diamond Dash - Widest gaps 

Figure 4. Paired-comparison scale values for each of 18 delineation-treatment 
conditions: laboratory study. 
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density. In the field, 1-, 2-, and 3-ft widths were 
found to be relatively interchangeable in terms of 
design permissiveness and prohibitiveness. In the 
laboratory, element density was shown to be an 
important determinant of permissiveness in that the 
delineation treatments with more widely spaced 
elements tended to invite crossover more than the 
treatments in which the elements were closer 
together. 

In addition to these primary findings, the 
questionnaire and ranking data produced highly 
complementary results. One part of the study 
validated the other, and both in turn validated the 
previous study. This is particularly meaningful 
because the subject samples were drawn from two 
different geographic areas and represented a wide 
range in age and an almost even male-female split. 
Given such a stratified random sample and reliable 
data, it is felt that the results can be applied not 
only as inputs to final delineation designs for 
special-use lanes but also as general design 
parameters in the application of roadway markings. 

The conclusions drawn from each component of the 
study are presented separately below. 

Field Componen t 

1. There is no appreciable difference in the 
prohibitive effects of 1-, 2-, and 3-ft widths for 
the four delineation treatments tested. 

2. The dash-diamond treatment is 
permissive in terms of driver tendency 
This replicates findings from a previous 
revealed the tendency of a skip design 
crossover. 

the most 
to cross. 

study that 
to promote 

3. Striping with diamonds connected by a single 
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Table 6. Frequency of responses for each of 
six driving behaviors for four delineation 
treatments : laboratory study. 

Frequency of Response 

Treatment Pass and Travel 
No. Freely 

6 I 
8 14 
9 7 

11 0 

Table 7. Frequency of responses ranking each of four delineation treatments 
from best to worst: laboratory study. 

Treatment Treatment Treatment Treatment 
Rank 6 8 9 11 

1 5 I 1 2 
2 14 6 I 4 
3 4 15 10 0 
4 1 6 17 3 
Weighted sum• 53 82 JOO 41 

a Lowest number is closest to "best". 

line or with diamonds embedded between solid lines 
is seen as associated with a special-use lane. 

4. The specfal-use assoeiation of the diamond is 
apparently diminished somewhat when the diamond is 
part of a skip design . 

5. The crosshatch (or ladder) type of striping is 
most effective in prohibiting drivers ' tende ncy to 
cross. This also replicates previous find ings. 

6. There i s some difference among various observ
ers as to .whe ther the prohibit iveness of the cross
hatch design is necessarily associated wi th the 
concept of the special-use lane . Further i nvestiga
tion of this is warranted. 

Laboratory Component 

1. The more elements per 
delineation treatment, the 
treatment is. 

length of line in a 
more prohibitive the 

2. Designs with a 
most permissive to 
symbology used. 

broken, thin look remain the 
drivers, regardless of the 

Repair or 
Turns and Emergency Special-Use Do Not Weighted 

Don't Know Mean Exits Only Lane Lane Use 

9 
5 
9 
I 

6 8 4 4 18.8 
4 I 0 7 13.6 
6 4 0 4 13 .8 
8 3 13 4 21.1 

3. Solid, connected delineation lines with 
embedded diamonds or crosshatching are a highly 
effective prohibitor of lane change. 

4. Color does not appreciably affect the 
prohibitiveness or permissiveness of delineation 
mark ings but could trigger associative meanings if 
accompan i ed by signing. Further testing is needed. 

S . Questionnaire and ranking data on the f our 
designs tested correlate well with the results from 
the paired-<:omparison trials and previous 

6. The crosshatch design must be tested further 
in the field to determine its true effectiveness as 
a prohibi tor of lane change and its potential for 
association with the concept of the special-use lane, 
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